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Mission Hill Mission Hill 

Price Tags 85 begins the summer with a feature on 
Mission Hill, the most beautiful winery in the 

Okanagan Valley – this province’s Napa, its Tuscany.  
Only ours comes with a lake.



The Mission Hill Family 
Estate is perched on small 

volcanic cone a few 
kilometres outside 

Kelowna.  People go there 
as much for the 

architecture as the wine.

Proprietor Anthony von 
Mandl clearly spared no 
expense.  And thanks to 

the revenue generated by 
an alcoholic cooler, he 

didn’t have to.

Seattle architect Tom 
Kundig received the 

commission.  Known for  
his galleries and museums, 

he also worked with 
Stephen Holl on Seattle 

University’s Chapel of St. 
Ignatius – a spiritual 

experience of another kind. 



In fact, the winery 
evokes a monastery, 

shielding out the 
surrounding sprawl 

while creating a great 
outdoor/indoor space 

Inside the tower that 
dominates the site, 

there are four bronze 
bells, handcrafted in 

Annecy, France by the 
Paccard Bell Foundry.



Part mission, part 
fortress – exactly 

what the blood-
soaked history of 

central Italy 
suggests: places of 

sanctuary, from 
your enemies and 

for your God.





Mission Hill is grand but not 
pretentious.  It feels at once 
comfortable and impressive. 
The buildings, lawns, decks 
and arches all work together 
to create beautiful composi-
tions everywhere you look.

Just walking around, you feel 
something special.                            

You feel special.





Nothing, not 
even the search 
for the wash-
room, is left 
unconsidered.



A grass amphitheatre set into the slopes provides space 
for the perfect picnic to accompany a summer concert.  

On the ramparts above, the Terrace Restaurant.



This open-air cafe overlooking the lake has only two 
rows of tables on either side of a narrow gallery.  

Everybody gets a view, if not of the lake then of the 
new arrivals strolling along the paths.  

It’s blissful.



The quality of the 
materials is first rate.  

Everything feels solid and 
permanent. The concrete 

evokes aged plaster 
without looking phony. 



The serenity within the walls of Mission Hill 
makes the contrast with what’s outside that 

much more startling. 

New development is occurring all over 
Westbank; it surrounds Mt. Bourcherie, 

creeping up continually toward the 
battlements of Mission Hill, from which it 

can be easily viewed.

It is not Smart Growth.





No Tuscan landscape here, no narrow roads or hilltowns with 
harmonious colours and sympathetic materials, no place for 

the evening stroll.  Nothing introduced here says you can only 
be in the Okanagan and not Coquitlam.



There’s enough of the natural and agricultural left 
to make the Okanagan still feel like God’s country, 
cultivated by its custodians.  That’s because the 

Agricultural Land Reserve, the continually 
threatened ALR, keeps sprawl somewhat at bay.

Below is Munson’s Mountain in Naramata, 
looming over the vineyards like a decayed hilltop 
fortress.  The City of Penticton wanted land at the 
base of the mountain to be removed from the ALR 

for playing fields. That plan was voted down by 
the electorate after a hard-fought battle. 



This landscape has twice been transformed.  The near-desert 
benchland was remade by irrigation into orchard.  Now the 

vine dominates. 

There’s another seldom-spoken challenge - what some call the 
‘rot from within.’ How many B&B’s, wineries and associated 

commerce can be accommodated before the productive 
capacity of the land is degraded to the point where farming is 

no longer economically viable?  



On the slopes above Naramata Bench, the city is thinking there 
could be room for 8,000 people.  If the Northeast Sector Plan 

results in low-density, single-use, car-dependent communities, it 
could turn Naramata Road into a four-lane strip mall and this 

piece of the Okanagan into something indistinguishable from the 
suburbs of Kelowna or Summerland.



WestbankWestbank

The Highway 97 The Highway 97 MegaStripMegaStrip

As the Kelowna region spills to the west, 
anticipating a new bridge across the lake, 

everything is designed with the expectation 
that most everyone will get around by car.  

Retail comes in boxes strung along the 
highway, separated from the high-speed 

lanes by landscaping setbacks, separated 
from each other by parking lots and service 
roads.  The signs have more architectural 

presence than the buildings.

Kelowna did this style of megastrip to its north 
in the 1980s (below), and now Westbank is 

doing a billboard-filled version of the same to 
the south (above).



Mission Hill 

Then there’s Mount Boucherie, right in the middle of 
Westbank.  On a wine label or website, the images 

evoke something from the south of France.

This is what the east side of Mount Boucherie actually  
looks like from the air.



Maybe this is why the entrance to Mission Hill is just a 
narrow break in the ramparts, sufficiently wide for only 

one car.  Drivers have to take their turn, to slow down, to 
realize they’re entering a differently scaled place.  

There’s the feeling that the gates could one day be shut 
and sealed if an invading horde astride bulldozers, 

armed with vinyl siding, gets too close.



More about Mission Hill here.
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PresidioPresidioPresidio

Fourth in a series: The West End Works of Richard Henriquez



Previous works: Denman and Davie, Sylvia Extension, Eugenia

With the success of the Sylvia Extension and the Eugenia, 
Richard Henriquez captured the commission for another 
high-profile site: the Presidio (1989) at the foot of Barclay 

Street, overlooking Stanley Park and Lost Lagoon (far left). 

From the glass-walled solariums, there is no evidence of 
the West End on either side – just a panorama of park, 

sky, water and mountain.

At the same time, Henriquez handled the sensitive issue of 
view blockage by visiting all the people behind the site and 
across the street, and demonstrating a net gain of views.

http://www.sightline.org/publications/enewsletters/price_tags/pricetags71.pdf
http://www.sightline.org/publications/enewsletters/price_tags/pricetags74.pdf
http://www.sightline.org/publications/enewsletters/price_tags/pricetags76.pdf


2080 
Barclay
Henriquez typically 
stretches, cuts, flips, 
and layers buildings 
according to the 
fictional narratives he 
writes as his 
conceptual guide.

In this case, his first 
idea was to 
reproduce the original 
house on the site, 
multiply it ten times 
and stack them up in 
a highrise.  But a 
1907 mock-Tudor 
hardly lent itself to 
such play.  



So instead, he 
chose another 
building from the 
same year – the 
Villa Karma by 
Viennese 
architect Adolf 
Loos – an  early 
modernist.  

The Villa is 
quoted in  the 
two lower 
buildings, each a 
mirror image of 
the other, with 
one sliced at an 
angle to match 
the apartment 
block on the 
other side of 
Barclay.

Villa 
Karma



Then there’s the story of the dyslexic surveyor.  

‘A surveyor laying out an extension 
to Lagoon Drive at Barclay Street 

mistakenly drafts the plan in 
reverse, angling the road through 
the Presidio’s rear garden, slicing 

off a corner of the villa.’

And there you see the road in the 
form of a trapezoid pond, with a 

sidewalk, grass boulevard, streets 
trees and furniture all laid out along 

the right-of-way, 



It’s a fine line between 
the whimsy and the 

jokey – but Henriquez
pulls off the distinction.

The overscaled
drawing compasses 

that function as pillars 
for the entrance 

canopy (below) have 
their own integrity.  
You don’t need to 
know the story to 

appreciate the 
architecture.  



“What distinguishes this project from a typical 
apartment building is that imagination has been 

brought to bear on what would have been simply 
a functional process, and so elevated it to the 

status of culture.”

- Howard Shubert and Geoffrey Smedley
from “Richard Henriquez”

If you want to know more about 
Henriquez and his work – the 
major works of his career from 

1964 to 2005 – then you will want 
this book from Douglas & 
McIntyre.  Just published. 

Beautifully done.



The Urbanarium Society in collaboration with the City of 
Vancouver has pulled back the veil of secrecy on at least 
twelve difference gardens in secret places, to give you a 

glimpse of what exists up there, just out of sight.

“Secret Gardens: Vancouver’s Hidden Rooftops” - with 
the unusual and provocative images of photographer Alex 

Waterhouse-Hayward – is mounted in the Pendulum 
Gallery in the HSBC Building (885 West Georgia Street) 

from June 5 to 24.




